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BackgroundBackground

The concept of engineered barriers began to take hold roughly The concept of engineered barriers began to take hold roughly 
fifty years ago in the United States, and it is only relatively fifty years ago in the United States, and it is only relatively 
recent that sufficient data has been gathered to assessrecent that sufficient data has been gathered to assess
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recent that sufficient data has been gathered to assess recent that sufficient data has been gathered to assess 
performance of engineered surface covers and bottom liners.  performance of engineered surface covers and bottom liners.  

Research results from various organizations, such as the Research results from various organizations, such as the 
States, the National Academies, DOE, EPA, NRC, and many States, the National Academies, DOE, EPA, NRC, and many 
others, have allowed a better understanding of engineered others, have allowed a better understanding of engineered 
barrier performance, but have also raised technical questions.  barrier performance, but have also raised technical questions.  



BackgroundBackground

The National Research Council of the National Academies The National Research Council of the National Academies 
completed a study and documented its results in a thorough completed a study and documented its results in a thorough 
publication titled, “Assessment of the Performance of publication titled, “Assessment of the Performance of 
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p ,p ,
Engineered Waste Containment Barriers” in 2007.  Engineered Waste Containment Barriers” in 2007.  

Additional past activities and studies included DOE Additional past activities and studies included DOE 
sponsoring the “Alternative Landfill Cover Demonstration” sponsoring the “Alternative Landfill Cover Demonstration” 
project on conventional and alternative cover designs.  project on conventional and alternative cover designs.  

EPA conducted the “Alternative Cover Assessment Program” EPA conducted the “Alternative Cover Assessment Program” 
(ACAP) to evaluate the performance of alternative landfill (ACAP) to evaluate the performance of alternative landfill 
covers beginning in 1998.  covers beginning in 1998.  
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DOE and NRC held a series of technical meetings on issues relating DOE and NRC held a series of technical meetings on issues relating 
to “wasteto “waste--incidentalincidental--toto--reprocessing” which included engineered reprocessing” which included engineered 
cover performance.cover performance.

One principle point of technical understanding was the need to One principle point of technical understanding was the need to 
document the projected water budget of the engineered cover over thedocument the projected water budget of the engineered cover over the

44

document the projected water budget of the engineered cover over the document the projected water budget of the engineered cover over the 
time periods for effective cover operation. (Details at: time periods for effective cover operation. (Details at: 
http://www.em.doe.gov/Pages/3116Summaries.aspxhttp://www.em.doe.gov/Pages/3116Summaries.aspx ))

In 2008, DOE hosted a “landfill” workshop involving various DOE In 2008, DOE hosted a “landfill” workshop involving various DOE 
organizations, National Laboratories, NRC, and Academia to assess organizations, National Laboratories, NRC, and Academia to assess 
the statethe state--ofof--thethe--practice of engineered covers.  practice of engineered covers.  

A followA follow--on technical forum was held in 2009 by DOE to examine on technical forum was held in 2009 by DOE to examine 
longlong--term monitoring.  term monitoring.  



Agenda and ObjectivesAgenda and Objectives

The previous workshops and meetings on engineered surface covers and The previous workshops and meetings on engineered surface covers and 
bottom liners have produced informed recommendations and useful bottom liners have produced informed recommendations and useful 
insights.  insights.  

However, there was a need for a broader group of cooperating However, there was a need for a broader group of cooperating 
organizations to focus on longer time periods covering a wider range oforganizations to focus on longer time periods covering a wider range of
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organizations to focus on longer time periods, covering a wider range of organizations to focus on longer time periods, covering a wider range of 
environmental conditions, waste forms, and field experiences. environmental conditions, waste forms, and field experiences. 

We are fortunate to have many organizations and many individuals with We are fortunate to have many organizations and many individuals with 
extensive expertise participating the next three days.  This is a unique extensive expertise participating the next three days.  This is a unique 
opportunity for organizations and many individuals to present their opportunity for organizations and many individuals to present their 
knowledge and learn what others have discovered in this area.  knowledge and learn what others have discovered in this area.  

One of the main objectives of this workshop, therefore is to facilitate the One of the main objectives of this workshop, therefore is to facilitate the 
exchange of information and ideas as it relates to engineered barrier exchange of information and ideas as it relates to engineered barrier 
performance.   performance.   



Agenda and ObjectivesAgenda and Objectives

To provide technical background and context, the first two To provide technical background and context, the first two 
presentations will presentations will provide information on engineered barrier provide information on engineered barrier 
types and related regulatory guidelinestypes and related regulatory guidelines
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types and related regulatory guidelines.  types and related regulatory guidelines.  

In addition, there will be a series of presentations from the In addition, there will be a series of presentations from the 
States on their own experiences in this area and a series of States on their own experiences in this area and a series of 
talks by Federal agencies and laboratories on their research talks by Federal agencies and laboratories on their research 
activities and findings.  activities and findings.  

Both of these presentation series will be followed by panel Both of these presentation series will be followed by panel 
discussions.  discussions.  



Agenda and ObjectivesAgenda and Objectives

The remaining sessions are divided into four major topics: The remaining sessions are divided into four major topics: degradationdegradation, , 
monitoringmonitoring, , modelingmodeling, and , and model supportmodel support.  .  

This workshop is not focused on finding the perfect cover or liner design, This workshop is not focused on finding the perfect cover or liner design, 
but instead on understanding the significant components of the total but instead on understanding the significant components of the total 
system.  system.  
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That means understanding That means understanding degradationdegradation processes which effect performance processes which effect performance 
by means of wellby means of well--thought out thought out monitoringmonitoring programs and realistic numerical programs and realistic numerical 
modeling; and also gaining confidence in longmodeling; and also gaining confidence in long--term term modelingmodeling results, e.g., results, e.g., 
greater than 100 yr, by independent linesgreater than 100 yr, by independent lines--ofof--evidence or evidence or model supportmodel support.  .  

Designing the optimum surface cover or bottom liner for a specific site is Designing the optimum surface cover or bottom liner for a specific site is 
then left to the builder or operator of a disposal facility using the then left to the builder or operator of a disposal facility using the 
information mentioned above.  information mentioned above.  



Agenda and ObjectivesAgenda and Objectives

This afternoon’s presentations and panel discussion on This afternoon’s presentations and panel discussion on 
degradation processesdegradation processes will look for answers and insights to the will look for answers and insights to the 
following questions:  following questions:  

what are the most significant degradation processes?;  what are the most significant degradation processes?;  
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how can these processes be minimized?; and how can these processes be minimized?; and 

how will ecological changes affect degradation processes?  how will ecological changes affect degradation processes?  

Tomorrow morning’s presentations and panel discussion on Tomorrow morning’s presentations and panel discussion on 
monitoring systemsmonitoring systems will look for the following:  will look for the following:  

what areas should be monitored for significant degradation?; what areas should be monitored for significant degradation?; 

what type and level of monitoring should be performed and for how what type and level of monitoring should be performed and for how 
long?; long?; 

plus additional topics.  plus additional topics.  



Agenda and ObjectivesAgenda and Objectives

Wednesday afternoon’s presentations and panel discussion on Wednesday afternoon’s presentations and panel discussion on 
numerical simulationsnumerical simulations will look for answers and insights to the will look for answers and insights to the 
following questions:  following questions:  

when should numerical modeling be performed?; when should numerical modeling be performed?; 

o er hat time period?;o er hat time period?;
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over what time period?; over what time period?; 

what detail is needed?; andwhat detail is needed?; and

what codes are recommended?  what codes are recommended?  

Thursday morning’s presentations and panel discussion on  Thursday morning’s presentations and panel discussion on  
model supportmodel support will look for the following:  will look for the following:  

what information or “lineswhat information or “lines--ofof--evidence” is needed to have confidence that evidence” is needed to have confidence that 
an engineered surface cover or bottom liner will perform as predicted in the an engineered surface cover or bottom liner will perform as predicted in the 
shortshort--term, in the longterm, in the long--term?  term?  



GoalsGoals

Thursday afternoon’s session will summarize recommendations on Thursday afternoon’s session will summarize recommendations on 
assessing engineered barrier performance, future research needs, and assessing engineered barrier performance, future research needs, and 
discuss existing related guidance so as to achieve these workshop discuss existing related guidance so as to achieve these workshop 
goals:  goals:  

Identify degradation processes affecting performanceIdentify degradation processes affecting performance
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Identify degradation processes affecting performance Identify degradation processes affecting performance 

Identify total system monitoring strategies to evaluate overall performance Identify total system monitoring strategies to evaluate overall performance 

Identify total system modeling strategies to evaluate overall performance Identify total system modeling strategies to evaluate overall performance 

Identify strategies to obtain information and evidence needed to support Identify strategies to obtain information and evidence needed to support 
shortshort-- and longand long--term performance model results term performance model results 

Highlight research needs and opportunities to fill information gaps Highlight research needs and opportunities to fill information gaps 

Identify potential improvements to existing guidance Identify potential improvements to existing guidance 

Recommend followRecommend follow--up coordination among workshop participantsup coordination among workshop participants



The EndThe End
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